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Scandinavia

Separated culturally from the lands of the former Roman Empire and lacking the political
unity of their southern and eastern neighbors, the region of Scandinavia had contact
with the Anglo-Saxons and Franks in Europe first through invasion. Beginning in the
late eighth century, the Vikings from these lands spread throughout northern Europe.
Those from the region of modern Norway headed to the coasts of western Britain, those
from the region of modern Sweden headed to the eastern Baltic, and those from the
region of modern Denmark headed to eastern England and the kingdom of West
Francia.  Various bands invaded in waves and raided. By the mid-ninth century, some
of the bands began setting up winter camps, gradually settling in the lands they
invaded. Those bands that returned to Scandinavia also began to settle in new ways.
Local strong men topped the social structure in early medieval Scandinavia, with those
who dominated the trade routes having the most power. Iceland, which was settled by
Norwegians, settled into a long tradition of self-government and whose inhabitants left
some of the best sources available to historians about Scandinavian culture. In the
tenth century, Christian missionaries, especially from the Germanies where trade ties
were strongest, appeared in Scandinavia, making the region the last to convert to
Christianity in the west.

By the eleventh century, kings appeared in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, bringing
political unity to their respective regions. Each sought to expand, bringing the kings into
conflict with one another. The Norwegians sought to expand and dominate the
Orkneys, Hebrides, and Man islands in modern Scotland. The Swedes set their sights
on Finland and competed with the Danes for dominance along the Baltic coast.
Denmark’s King Cnut (r. 1016-1035), who had become King of England in two years
prior to succeeding to the Danish crown, was able to establish a maritime empire by
defeating the Norwegian king. Cnut’s empire, however, dissolved soon after his death
and the Swedish king intervened to keep Denmark and Norway apart.

In their own realms, the kings of Scandinavia began adopting institutions they came in
contact with in Europe. Denmark adopted the feudal system in the twelfth century, with
Norway and Sweden adopting the system slightly later.  From the twelfth century on,
however, each realm suffered intermittent civil wars. They also vied for dominance with
German princes in the Baltic trade. Their most serious German competitors joined
together to promote their mutual business interests, forming the Hanseatic League in
the mid-twelfth century. The League set up trading posts on the island of Gotland,
which lies east Sweden, and at the base of Denmark on the Baltic coast. The Danish
kings combated German interference when they could and invaded cities such as
Hamburg when necessary. In 1217, the Holy Roman Emperor granted Denmark’s king
the territories north of the Elbe River to ease the tension.  Denmark’s gains in the
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thirteenth century came at Norway’s losses. Wars between the two kingdoms and the
strength of the Hanseatic League along the northern trade routes sent Norway into
decline in the late thirteenth century. In 1380, marriage between the dynasties of
Denmark and Norway joined the two kingdoms once again. They allied with the
Swedes in 1386 forming the Nordic Union.


